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1. Describe HIV
epidemiological data
focused on teens in the
United States.

5. Discuss opportunities
for future research,
advocacy, and
collaboration.

2. Introduce concept of
social marketing and its
value for HIV
prevention.

Today’s
objectives
4. Summarize the
opportunities and
challenges of a teen-led
and multidisciplinary
approach to HIV
prevention social
marketing.

3. Describe the
#PrEP4Teens research
project and its findings.
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HIV in U.S. adolescents
HIV incidence rate in adolescent/young adult age
group is the second highest in the US.

Adolescents account for >20% of new infections in
13-29 year olds. Few interventions focus on them.

Black and Latino/a/x sexual and gender minority
youth are at increased risk for HIV acquisition.

Latino/x and Black gay and bisexual cis male youth
represent 28% of the 13 to 24-year age group, but
account for 79% of new HIV infections in this
group.
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Teen PrEP awareness and uptake needs
improvement
In 2018, oral PrEP for HIV prevention was
approved for adolescents weighing 77lbs/35kg or
more. In 2021, injectable PrEP was approved.
PrEP awareness and uptake among teens is low.

Traditional means of sex education do not provide
information about PrEP and how to access it.
Social marketing can overcome barriers to PrEP
awareness among adolescents.
However, there is no PrEP social marketing
focused on teens.
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What is social
marketing?
“Combines concepts/methods from
marketing with psychology, public health
to influence behaviors that benefit
individuals and communities for the
greater social good”
-- Chau et al, 2017
*Primary aim of social marketing is to achieve social good or social
change.
*Traditional or commercial marketing aim is primarily financial gain.
*Unlike other behavior change approaches it includes element of
persuasion
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What do social marketing
campaigns focus on?
(grier & bryant 2005)

• Product – what are the benefits?
• Price – what does it cost?
• Place – where/when do you have to do the
behavior, and what do you need to do it?
• Promotion – what comms strategies are
used?
• 5th P (CDC, 2018) – policy. what are the
laws and regulations that influence the
desired behavior?
• Ideally campaigns include these features
• Can be combined with/lead to a specific
intervention (e.g., PrEP)
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PrEP4Love campaign
2016-present
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It all started with a cold email from Kathryn to Jim at the beginning of
the pandemic!

“Teamwork makes
the dream work”

We submitted and were awarded a 2020 Ending the HIV Epidemic grant
to conduct a mixed-methods pre-implementation study.
Everyone on the team brought something to the table:
• Biomedical HIV prevention
• HIV prevention advocacy
• Community engagement

or, how the
PrEP4Teens project
came to be

• Marketing/creative development
• Health communications
• LGBT teens (lived/professional expertise)
• Qualitative methods
• Implementation science
What makes it work?
•

Mutual respect for expertise, experience, and perspective

•

Willingness to compromise or have things go in a different direction

•

Compensation for community partners and teens
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Activities
Phase 0: November 2020 – January 2021: Planning
Phase 1: February – May 2021: Data collection
• Online asynchronous focus groups with Cook County LGBTQ+ teens 13-19
• Zoom interviews with stakeholder adults working/living in Cook County
Phase 2: May – August 2021: Creative development
• Open call for teen creatives in Chicagoland area
• Teen Summer Think Tank develops draft campaign materials
Phase 3: August – October 2021: Feedback on creative assets
• Think Tank presents draft campaign, implementation plan
• Feedback survey on draft campaign materials & implementation plan
Phase 4: October 2021 – present: Dissemination, partnership enrichment
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Participant
Demographics
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LGBTQ+ teens (n = 50)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stakeholder Adults (n = 30)

M age = 18.11 years
52% assigned male at birth
60% racial/ethnic minority
42% transgender or gender diverse
68% ever had sex
Sexual orientation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

40% Bisexual
30% Gay
8% Queer
6% Questioning
6% Lesbian
2% Asexual

• M age = 37.54 years
• 53.3% racial/ethnic minority
• 30% transgender or gender
diverse
• Experience with teens
•
•
•
•

Parents: n = 5
Community-based org staff: n = 10
Healthcare providers: n = 8
Educators: n = 9

• All lived or worked in Cook County, Illinois / Chicago area
• Focus group/interview data analyzed using rapid qualitative data analysis
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Key Findings
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What do teens want out of a PrEP campaign?
• Basic information about PrEP, what it
is
• How and where to access PrEP, links
to PrEP websites and hotlines
• Information on how to talk to
healthcare providers about PrEP
• Age matters – info for younger teens
should focus more on PrEP awareness
than uptake, cartoons/avatars may be
more acceptable for this age

• Tone/framing: Present positive
motivations, autonomy, empowerment,
authenticity; real experiences from
teens
• Digital first, but also in schools, parks,
etc
• Visuals
• Bright graphics
• Diversity but also specificity
• Teens in real life situations & talking
to parents or providers
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What do Adult Stakeholders Want in Teen PrEP Messages?
• Additional info on safety, side effects, and
access
• Highlight that PrEP aims to prevent/protect
teen, highlight positive and sex-positive
motivations.
• Provide support on initiating parent-teenprovider conversations on sexual health/PrEP.
• Normalize sex and not shame teens in having
sex or having an interest in PrEP
• Refer parents to credible sources for more
information, such CDC, doctor.
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PrEP campaign ideas from teens
in focus groups
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I just kept it simple but as long as the important information is
there then it should be fine :) I added visuals/emojis too so it
doesn't seem bland if you were to look at an ad.
In my example, I put info about PrEP (so it could be like what it
is and stuff like that), risks and benefits (and for that, I put a
hospital emoji), treatment options (a doctor and a pill) and I
added 6 people to represent teens (I wanted to make it look
diverse and I think that it is important too).
Towards the bottom of the ad, I think adding some kind of
catchy phrase would be nice, and it should be something that's
easy to remember. Lastly, I added putting a website if needed
and other contact info.
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the idea behind this one was an instagram ad that has
simplicity, theres a hook at the top, only 2 things to read, cute
stickers, an option to swipe up for more info. And the two
things i found most important were the hashtag that i was
able to make rainbow! And the symbols for the other social
medias.
I was able to get my point across that prep is for everyone,
and a neat little reference is that the background somewhat
resembles the bisexual flag, hinting that it doesnt matter if
you have sex with men or women (or both or anywhere in
between) and that prep is still for you. It all came together
nicely.
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I wrote a quick script for a hypothetical commercial. It's aimed at a (younger?) teen audience and ideal for platforms like TikTok,
Snapchat, and Instagram. I think it could be either live-action or animated. This one would maybe be best aimed at teens who have
not yet started having sex considering that's the situation in the commercial. The characters can be any gender/body type/sexual
orientation. I also wrote it to be slightly raunchy since that will certainly appeal to/get teens attention.
INT. A TEEN BOY'S ROOM LATE AT NIGHT
Two teens make out in bed until TEEN 1 pulls away.
TEEN 1
You sure you're ready?
TEEN 2
(smiling warmly)
Mhm.
TEEN 2 leans into continue kissing TEEN 1 when CAPTAIN PrEP, a caped, over-the-top superhero with an anti-HIV logo or a pill logo on
their shield, flies through the wall. The terrified teens scream.
CAPTAIN PrEP
Fear not, young horndogs. It is only Captain PrEP here to make sure you don't get HIV.
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TEEN 1
What the f*ck, you destroyed my room!
(Captain PrEP is unfazed)
CAPTAIN PrEP
(earnestly)
We all make sacrifices. But your sexual health shouldn't be one of them.
(PrEP Man pulls two pills from a pouch and tosses them to the teens who
catch them in their hands.)

TEEN 2
We're not taking random pills from a stranger in a costume!
CAPTAIN PrEP
Good instinct kid.
(chuckles and turns to the camera)
Ask your doctor about PrEP today.
(Captain PrEP winks at the camera.)

TEEN 2
What's this?

TEEN 1
Get out of my house!

CAPTAIN PrEP
It's PrEP, a pill you take once a day to prevent getting HIV.
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Word Mapping
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessible
Freedom
Flexible
Universal
Inclusive
Trust
Autonomy
Curiosity
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Audience
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Audience Profiles
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Campaign Delivery
Out-of-home
•
•
•
•

Cafes
Libraries
Near high schools
In high schools (counselors,
nurses, libraries, bathrooms)
• School health centers
• YMCA, YWCA
• Public transportation
•

Digital
• Website
• Discord app
• https://discord.com/
• Text line
• Tik Tok
• Instagram

(under trains, near major CTA
stations)
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Draft Concepts
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Urban Mural Concepts
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Digital Posters
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Stickers
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Overall positive responses to draft campaign
• 188 LGBTQ+ youth 13-24 from Chicago area & participants from focus
groups and interviews completed paid survey
Inclusion and brevity
Loved the inclusiveness and that the information was short
and concise.
PrEP for everyone
I like that there were feminine presenting
people involved in the campaign as well
because people often think prep is only for gay
men. Gay men definitely seem to use it most,
but anyone no matter their sexual
orientation, sex, or gender can take it, and it’s
important for youths to know that.

Meeting teens where they are digitally
I LOVE the idea of the text line and Discord servers that
teens can use to ask questions, it’s important to have an
easy way to get reliable information, and googling could
absolutely lead to some scary stuff, or articles which will
shame queer youth for looking at them
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Common constructive feedback
More information on PrEP
Maybe putting a little more detail as to WHAT prep is
on the advertisements for it? Simply putting
"prep4teens" does not tell me what it is, and might
leave people just uninterested.
Discretion and stigma
I really like the idea of stickers, but I think it they might
be more widely displayed/distributed if the design was
more discreet (esp. the blue sticker.) HIV stigma is still
very prevalent, and folks who are not out or who live in
a conservative area might not feel comfortable
showing it off.

Ease of use, Organic non-polished feeling
The posters are okay, but I think the information
is a bit hard to find. I really like the organic
feeling of the murals, though. I think the
campaign would benefit from that feeling, and
would get more young people to trust it.
More explicitly about sex, Avoid “corporate gay” vibe
this campaign seems scared to broach the topic of sex
when it's kind of integral to understanding how PrEP
could be helpful. Frankly, I think a video of a LGBTQ teen
just talking to the camera as a Tik Tok ad alone would be
far more effective than this campaign. A lot of my friends
at least are very aware of the corporatization of PRIDE
and visually, this gives off the same vibes. Specificity is
good, teens aren't idiots.

Lesson: one size doesn’t fit all & campaign must be accessible
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IN-PERSON DISSEMINATION: HIGH SCHOOLS, LGBTQ+ ORGS
& EVENTS, TRANSIT, CLINICS
180

Others: Libraries, sidewalk chalk, park district field houses
Swag: stickers, water bottles, pins, patches, fidget toys

160
140
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20
0

High schools

Malls

Movie theaters

Public transit

Doctor's offices or health centers

LGBTQ+ friendly organizations

Billboards on major streets

Local music festivals

Local LGBTQ+ events

General public places

Shelters/dropin centers
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DIGITAL DISSEMINATION: INSTAGRAM, TIKTOK
*Discord suggested by Think Tank teens and in write-in
responses
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Instagram

TikTok

Tumblr

YouTube

Mobile games

Twitter

Reddit

Facebook

Music streaming apps

TV streaming services

Porn websites

Snapchat

Dating apps

LTBTQ+ websites

Yubo

LGBTQ+ organization websites
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What about injectable
cabotegravir
for PrEP?
6 shots/year
High efficacy
FDA approved Dec 2021
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How should a campaign for injectable PrEP be
similar to/different from oral PrEP?
I'd want there to be information about how it
works and how often you need it, along side
with where the injection will be (arm, butt,
stomach, etc). I think imagery of the shot being
given would be good, and a time table with
days marked on it with when they'd need to
get the shots would all be good ideas for
imagery. For the PrEP campaigns based on the
pills, it would be important to mention how the
effectiveness is changed when doses are
skipped and things like that, but with the
injection it will be important to mention the
location of the shot and the side effects and
stuff like that instead.

I'd like to see how less frequent an injectable treatment would
be compared to a daily dosage, because that would highlight
the convenience of the program. Also, I would like to see visual
comparisons of the effectiveness of the shot compared to
other common forms of STD prevention. I think cartoon visuals
would work best in this context because real life videos of shots
may deter those that dislike needles, and it would make the
whole procedure seem much more friendly.
One shot every 8 weeks that protects you from HIV. In my
opinion, it can be super simple and straight to the point. At the
end of it, the AD should display a number or website for more
info. The AD can simply be someone getting the shot and them
saying One shot every weeks protects me from getting HIV.

Next steps
• CFAR Community Collaborative Award grant just kicked off!
• Keep teens at the center
• Secure resources to bring ideas and strategies with most positive
feedback to scale
• Devise community activations and continue building partnerships
• Implement implement implement
• Evaluate evaluate evaluate
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There are many
opportunities & challenges
with a teen-centered
approach to HIV prevention
• Teens are an underutilized font of
creativity, innovation, and enthusiasm
• Research team set aside “adult hats” and
learned from teens as well
• Centering teen voices yields authentic
content that resonate with teens
AND
• Teens have competing priorities, busy
schedules, parents
• Some people may not take teens’
perspectives/contributions seriously
• Compensating teens can involve
administrative hurdles
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Take home points

• Do “rapid, responsive, relevant research” to accelerate implementation of
health interventions (Riley, Glasgow, Etheredge & Abernethy, 2013)
• Think creatively and deeply about community engagement in research
• Use your position to provide learning opportunities, support, and
compensation for teens
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Want to collab on or support PrEP4Teens? Please reach out!

Q&A and
discussion
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